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LOGICWALL® proves habit-forming for major builder

• SKY GARDENS (STAGE 1), 1–5 CREMIN STREET, UPPER MT GRAVATT QLD

Better than blockwork
Bloomer Constructions is proud of a reputation for delivering more than a client expects, for less than

they thought possible. And it relies on AFS LOGICWALL® to help ensure this remains their hallmark.

Working on both commercial and residential projects throughout Queensland and NSW, Bloomer

also points to accuracy as being chief among the benefits of using LOGICWALL®. The shop drawn,

fully identified panels make for hassle-free installation and client-pleasing completions.    

AFS LOGICWALL® 150mmexternal walls

AFS LOGICWALL® 162mmlift & stair core
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LOGICWALL®

“The builder requested we investigate changing to AFS LOGICWALL® in leiu of blockwork walls, 

to increase living space inside units and speed up construction time. The resulting installation speed was

quick, with good consistency through floor rises—and the desired outcome for the client was achieved.” 

CHRIS BEALE, STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, INERTIA ENGINEERING

Bloomer has used the AFS LOGICWALL® system across six projects and is starting a seventh. LOGICWALL® 
was chosen this time for its load bearing structural capacity, along with the speed and cleanliness on site.

The LOGICWALL® system is fully shop drawn to dramatically reduce waste on site. And with the accelerated
floor cycles we stayed well ahead of our project program, handing over to our extremely satisfied client 
two months ahead of schedule. The AFS team offered us the complete package and we will enjoy 
working with them on future projects.” TY DALGARNO, PROJECT MANAGER, BLOOMER CONSTRUCTION (QLD)

Don’t just take our word for it…


